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CHEN ET AL., 13
This Protocol Review provides a comparison of various methods for culturing
human pluripotent stem cells, discusses their benefits and pitfalls, and pro-
poses criteria for achieving optimal conditions for hPSC expansion, differenti-
ation, and application.
Comparing Telomere Elongation in SCNT-
PSCs and iPSCs
LE ET AL., 27
Pluripotent cells generated via somatic cell nuclear transfer (SCNT) showmore
effective telomere elongation than induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs).Let7 Blocks Reprogramming via Prodifferentiation Pathways
WORRINGER ET AL., 40
The let-7 family of microRNAs act as a barrier to human iPSC reprogramming through LIN-41/TRIM71 and downstream
prodifferentiation pathways.3D Kidney Culture
TAGUCHI ET AL., 53
Reevaluation of the developmental origin of kidney nephron progenitors allows efficient derivation of 3D kidney structures
from mouse and hPSCs. Preview by Gouon-Evans.Disrupting Canonical PRC2 in HSCs
XIE ET AL., 68
Conditional deletion of Eed reveals that canonical PRC2 activity is required for HSC differentiation during development and
maintenance during adulthood.HSCs Get Their Motors Running for Self-Renewal
SHIN ET AL., 81
Contractile forces in HSCsmediated byMyosin-II isoforms are responsive to the niche environment and regulate self-renewal
and differentiation. Preview by Zheng and Geiger. (Top image.)Preventing Priming to Boost Human HSC Expansion
VAN GALEN ET AL., 94
ID2 overexpression attenuates lymphoid genes and causes a 10-fold expansion of human HSCs, demonstrating how lineage
priming can be exploited to boost stem cell self-renewal.Profiling EpiSCs from Different Stages
KOJIMA ET AL., 107
Mouse EpiSCs derived from a range of embryonic stages all resemble the ante-
rior primitive streak but vary in germ layer differentiation propensity in line with
their specific gene expression profile.Avoiding Rejection of Allogeneic hESC-
Derived Cells
RONG ET AL., 121
A strategy for localized immune suppression protects hESC-derived cells from
an allogenic immune response in an optimized humanized mouse model
without inducing systemic immune suppression. Preview by Willinger and
Flavell. (Bottom image.)Cell Stem Cell 14, January 2, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. ix
